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DURATION: 3 HOURS

INSTRUCTIONS:

1) Do not open this question paper until you are told to do so.
2) Write your names and index number on the answer booklet as written on your

registration form, and DO NOT write your names and index number on additional
answer sheets of paper if provided.

3) This paper consists of two sections: A and B.
. Section A: Attempt all questions.
o Section B: Attempt only three questions.

4) Geomctrical insttttmr;nts and. silent non-programmable calculators
mag be used.

5) Use a blue or black pen.
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f-ft'trdr,s and r Tor the parabola of equatio rr, =rs' +sx+t trrathas the line

\-/of symmetry d=x=/4; cut the x-mis at the point of J[- coordinates 2 and

y-acis at the point of y- coordinates -2.
fo, o b,la
(:

2) The perimeter of a rectangle is 36cm.

(a) What are the dimensions (length and width) of that rectangle?

(b) What is its greatest possible area?

3) Find the term independent of x in the binomial expansion of {3x -:}t-

m^box has length of 2x + 7 units,width of x + 4 unitsand height of
\-/ * + 4 units.If you build the box using r31 rE;x mrd unft {lJ blocks;

how many blocks of each will you need?

SECTION A : ATTEMPT ALL QUESTIONS. (55 MARKSI

One solution of the equation lrgu{8a} : 1 + Iag, (H}

the value of fi and solve the equation.

Consider two sequences {U*} ""d fl4.} grven by

Ss: 9I {Ir+* : i{f* - 3 trHdIL - r& + 6

(a) Show that flffi is a geometric sequence.

(b) Express 5* : It + H, + Vr * "' * Frn in terms of n.
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from A to ttre top of the tower is 320. L"Y

The distance from point A to the top of the hill is 2760 m. The angle of

elevation from A to the base of the tower is 280 and the angle of elevation

(a) Find the measures of angles L and 2.

(b) Find the height of the tower.

/tO) Verifi, if tim71x1 exists where
\-/ 

u x-+3"

Let f : fis * Ee U. tlrb linear mapping defined by

T{x,y,z): (r+Zy -2,! * z,x +y -ZE). ).;

Find a basis afrd the dimension of the

(a) image II af T

(b) kernel W of T

@.t"a the derivative orftx) - In(ffi)

13) Prove that the circles xz + yz - 6; - 12y+ 40: 0 and

xz +yx -4y-:16 are orthogonal.

[r=i

f x+2| -- ' -:x<3
f (x) = lrr?r,[f;":
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9) The distance from point A to the top of the hill is 2760 m. The angle of

elevation from A to the base of the tower is 280 and the angle of elevation

from A to the tlp of the tower is 320.

(a) Find the measures of angles 1 and 2"

(b) Find the height of the tower.

"y'

If 0l Verifv if tim/(r) exists where
\-/ " x-+3'

| **2 r*<l
f (x) = 1rr'-r.lf;":

Let T: $13 * Sta U. thb linear mapping defined by

f{a T,E}: tr+ 2y-E,T*z,x+y-Zz}. 
i7

Find a basis ahd the dimension of the

(a) image tl af T

(b) kernel W of T

@"t'a the derivative of f{x} - In{ffi)

13) Prove that the circles xz +yz - 6x - LZy+ 40: 0 and

xz + yr - {y: 16 are orthogonal.
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(i) calculate the equation of the line of regression of y on t in the form

F:*+*e (4marks)

(ii) Explain the practical significance of the value of rl. (2markst

(iii) Use your equation to estimate the values of y at t : 4.5 (2marks|

Find the volume of the solid formed by revolving the region

bounded by the graph of3r : rE + 1,3r : S,r : * cadr : 1

aboutthey-c.xis.

(b) Solve (bg the method of undetermined coeffienfs), the differential

equation y*+ F'* }ts * BcssIx; yft) : *! andy {S} : Z

Determine the values of m such that the system in unknowns xry grade

{ x + {m - I}y+ {?m- I}=: l
I mx + 2{m- l)y * Zz :2
L{m a I}x + 3trle - t}y+ {m* * 1}r: I

has a unique solution, no solution and more than one solution.
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19) (a) (i) Sketch the graph of f{x}: # over the intervar[r,$].

(ii) Find an equation of the secant line to the graph of f passing

through the point" {1,fi1* and {g,F{g*
(iii) Sketch the graph of the secant iirr. o., the same axes as

the graph off.
(iv) Find the value of the constant c in the interval ll,g{ such that

f'(c):dq---!-a

(") Find the equation of the tangent line to the graph of f at the,

point {c,flr}].
T.
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20)ThecoordinatesofthepointAarrdLrre(0'es)ffid{-!'3'0

respectively and the equation of the line L 
" + == == '

(vi) Sketch the graph of the tangent line on the same axes as

the graPh of f '

948,000N-
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{17.g.-o'317t

where ;;;;";mber of ArDs cases d.iagnosed bv vear r with t = 0

representing 1985'

(i) Use the model to predict the number of AIDS cases diagnosed

bY 2010'

(ii) Compare the actual number of AIDS cases diagnosed by 2OO3

to be g2g,g8swith the number given by tl. e model'

(a) Find the equation of the plane rr which contains d and is

perpendicular to I and verify that B lies inn' 
i:

p) Show that the point f, in which f, meets rr is tt'4'3) and

find the angle between C^d artd CE '

(c) Find the coordinates of the point P on L which is such that

the volume of the tetrahedral FAEC fs 9'

(b) A togistic model for the data on AIDS cases is given by:
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